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Part II
MT 410 - NUMERICAL LINEAR ALGEBRA

Answer all questions. Time allowed: Three hours

1. (a) Prove that art n x n matrix ,4 has a unique ,U fartoiization when the leading

principal submatlices of order r(l n), are nonsingular for r : 1, 2, . . . n-
1. Hence, show that there exists a unit lower triangular mat x M and a

diagona.l matrix D such that A: LDMr.

(b) Deduce from (a) that if A is symmettic lhen A: LDL". Determine, and

, such that
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LDLT :

z (") Show that an elementary Hermitian matrix 1l(o-l) defined by

H\.,.t) - I 2,,t,,tH. r.r.'d,,': I or;:0.

wh€re u.i is an n-column vector a,nd UE : (,r is Hermitiar and unita.ry.

Let s ard y be given n-.column vectors such th 61, pE 2; : ggy and adg : yfix.

Show that there exists an elementaxy Hermitian matrix ff(o) such that
g: E(u)r. Hence, show thab for any, € C", there is an n x n elemen-

tary Hermitian matrix H((,) such that E((]))o: te1, where ltl : llrllz and

(b)



(c) Use the previous paxh ho find an upper iriangular matrix U suc-h ihai ff/ :
I/, where 11 is a product of elementary Hermitian matrices and

e1 : (1, 0,0, ,0)r € R".
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Hence, solve ,4r : (1,0,0)r.

(a) Consider an iteration of the form3.

(")

4. (')

(b)

1v1r(r+1): Nr(r) +b

for solving a linear system,4r: D, whcre,4 is an n x n nonsingular mat x
and A : M - N. Define the choices of M and N that give the Jdcobi

iieration and the Gauss-Seidel iteration.

Prove that if M is nonsingular and the specira.l radius p(M-lN) < 1 then

the iterates r(") given in (a) converges to r =,4-1b for any r(0). (You may

assume without proof that lim"-dB" = 0 if p(B) < 1.)

Prove hhat p(B) I llEll for an n x n matrix and any subordinate matrix

Hence, show ihat ihe Jacobi iteration converges if -4 is sNrictly diagonally

dominanl by rows, th6t i$,

a,n >L c"ui, ;:L,2, ..., n.
i*i

Defrne the term Upp€r llessenlerg as appiied to an n x n matrix,4. Show that
there €xists a nonsingular matrix 

"9, 
a product oI elementary permutation

matrices and elemcntary lower trianBub-r matrices, such that S-1/,5 is an

upper HessenLerg matrix.

Find and upper Hessenberg matdx U and a nonsingulax matrix ,9 such that(b)
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5. (a) Let.4 be an r x nl$'metric matr;c with eigenvalues,\1 satisfying

l)r > ),zl >...> l)"1 and corresponding or
z\, 22, . . ., 2,. Consider the Power method

r{r+1): Lr4x.{rl, r=0.

where li, is the component of,4r(') ol D:ra-ximum

starting vector

s(a):lc:izi, a1l e.

Show t hrr lor some nonzpro sralar !,,
/n,'" p.(,, ic/l)..)'\', 

=.,\t,) 
',)'

Evaluate l]B,-lc{') - zlfl!. Hence explain the behaviour of c(') and /4 as

-(.)r r'-(")
wh.rp /r" .ffi. '-0. t. "....

(b) Starting with c(o): (0, 0,

6. (a) Suppose that the dominant eigenvalue )1 and corresponding eigenvectorf rl
of an n x n ma,trix ,4 have been conrputed by the power method.

i. Show thai there is a nonsingular matrix S, a product of elementary
permutation mat x and elementaxy lower triangular matrix, such that

rvhere B is an (n- 1) x (n- 1) matrix and 7 is an (n* l)_column vector.
ii. Let ,z2 be the eigenvector of ,4 corresponding to the next dorninant

eigenvalue ,\2 and let g be the eigenvector ol B comesponding to )2.
Show thaN

(\r - 
^r)a 

- I / , = 0 a"d ., - S- , f-a).
\v/

where o a sca,lar.

l1r. ob'cin p2 by applying (l/ ro rhF matrix
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(tr) It is snen thar the marrix

has donlinant ciSenvalue 11 wiLh corcsponding eigenvcclor (0.S, 1.0, 0.25).
Obtain thc temainjtg cigcnvalues of .4_

':(T;t)


